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Contemporary fundamentalist Christianity in Finland:the variety of religious subjectivities and their associationwith values
Fundamentalism was originally conceptualisedasaself-identity in the US in the beginning of the 20 th century.T he term was then used in aseriesof80booklets called The Fundamentals:ATestimony to the Truth pointing to acertain form of religious movement and attitude.
1 Over the years,religiousfundamentalismand fundamentalism in general have been the object of many scholarly studies and a more definite and nuanced understandingo fc haracteristics of fundamentalism has emerged.T oday fundamentalism has gained even more academic interest. Fundamentalism seemstobelongtothe form of religious trends and movements that exhibitvitality both socially and culturally,insharp contrast to both academic and public expectations of secularisation.T his raises questionsr egarding the natureo fc ontemporary Christian fundamentalism in terms of values and subjectivepositions on religion and religious ideas -questions that we explore in this article with particular focus on the situation in Finland.Religiousfundamentalism has been found to exhibit severalcommonfeatures such as aclear binary of good and bad, aconformity in relation to authorities,aselectivity of certain beliefs and practices,and some form of millennialism. In addition, it is also characterised by a reactivity or hostility to modernisation and current cultural and social developments,such as pluralism.
2 Different organisations and groupstend to exhibit these characteristic features in avarying degree,and in different cases fundamentalism does not necessarilyexhibit all of the features mentioned above.Fundamentalism is typified, we argue, by aset of certain defining corefeatures, but also internal and external negotiations and dialogues. 3 In this article we examine Christian fundamentalism in Finlandi nt he lighto ft he following questions: 1) What are the basic value profiles of people who are affiliated with fundamentalism in Finland? and 2) What kind of subjective positions on religion are foundw ithin this movement?
Previous research has identified several significantgeneral featuresoffundamentalist religiosity -for exampleoncognitive and attitudinallevels.However, it is also relevant to study contemporary religious fundamentalism as amovement constituted by individuals with an emphasis on how this constitution hides subjectivevariety both in viewsand in values.Our attempt in this article is,therefore, not only to address the common features among people affiliatedw ith the movement, but also -i nc ontrast-to highlights ome relevant variations and perhaps tensions concerning both the value profiles and the religious subjectivities among the individuals.Our general assumption is that internal varietyis 1S andeen 1967; The Fundamentals1994. 2A lmond,Appleby and Sivan 2003; Herriot 2007 Herriot , p. 6. 3H erriot 2007 common in religious movements and adegreeoffluidity is characteristic also to fundamentalist movements.T he article starts from ap resentation of Christian fundamentalism in Finland and ab rief discussion on the previous research on fundamentalism and on our methodology. Thelatter is based on acombination of ThePortrait Va lue Questionnaire (PVQ-R) with the recently introducedFaith Qsort (FQS), aq ualitative method that is particularly designedt oa ccount for subjective diversity in worldviews within the studied groups.
Contemporary Christian fundamentalism in Finland
Fundamentalism in Finland has lately gained increasing public visibility in away that needs to be addressedwith reference to Habermassdiscussion of the "postsecular". 4 In other words,the recent rise in the "public consciousness"ofreligion and religion-related issues throughout Western societies,includingthe European countries,isusually characterised by the post-World WarIIsecularisation. 5 The coupling of religion and global migration trends and the proliferation of religious voices within these supposedly secularised countries have brought about this growing public consciousness.T his is particularly notable in connection with value-laden civil issues and controversies,s uch as same-sex marriage and abortion. 6 Religious fundamentalism has regularly been highlighted in the mediaasan important feature of the current events.
7 This is well exemplified with the situation in Finland. Fori nstance,t he process of legalisingg ay marriage has latelyc ontributed to turning religion into an important subjectmatter in the public debate in media and engaged awide range of both religious and secularactors.
8 This has also signalled ad evelopment, through which the historically foundedi dentification of the fundamentalist movement within the Evangelical LutheranChurch of Finland (ELCF) has shifted towards am ore noticeable tension;t his tension constitutes anew situation, understood as part of amore overarching historical process that involves,importantly, both the religious and the secular.
Today Finland should be seen, accordingt om any measures,a sasecular country.D espite the fact that Finland, in comparison with the resto fE urope, exhibits an exceptionally high rate of membership in the major religious institution, the ELCF,t his number has dropped from 95 per cent (1950) to approximately 74 per cent of the population. This tendency has been particularly distinct during the last decade and it is also reflected in al ow level of religious practice in the form of participation in worship.According to the survey Gallup 4H abermas 2006; Habermas 2008 . 5H abermas 2008 , p. 17. 6S ee also Nynäsetal. 2012 . 7S ee Herriot 2007 Salzman 2008 . 8S ee Moberg and Sjö 2012; Nynäsand Lassander 2014. Ecclesiastica, only 35 per cent of the population in Finlandtakes part in religious servicesatleast once ayear. Furthermore,religiosityinFinlandhas increasingly becomeb oth privatised and individualised.
9 Ther elatively high rateo fm embership in ELCF can be described as "believing in belonging", meaning that belonging in itself becomes the main reason for church membership, 10 or as "belonging withoutb elieving".
11 This is af eature that is more comprehensible when put in ahistorical perspective.After the reformation of the 16 th century,a strong state-church relationship was founded based on centralisation of power and controland an emphasis on religious and national uniformity.This history has contributed to the ELCF maintaining its position as astrong and influential folk church untilthe late 20 th century. th century,there was agradual and small-scale growth of variousChristianand otherreligious communities,the most notable of which was the Pentecostalm ovement. Over the past threedecades,h owever, the religious pluralism of Finnish society has grown significantly and today all the major world religions,aswell as many contemporary spiritualities,esotericgroups,and non-institutional forms of religiosity are represented in the country. 13 This growing pluralityisalso taking places withinELCF and indicates ageneral global trend. As AnneH aapalainen claims:" Christianity has been considered to be flexible and diversified and its stronghold has been in Western societies.However, this image has changed since global Christiantrends have begun to emerge outside the traditional sphere."
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In the light of this historical development it is understandable that fundamentalism in Finlandstill represents arelatively small and also arecent religious movement. Today,however, there are acouple of independent religious organisations in Finland that clearlyrepresent afundamentalist position.These organisations are the St. PaulsS ynod (Paavalin Synodi)o f1 976 15 and TheL uther 9S ee Palmu et al. 2012 . 10 See Kääriäinen et al. 2005 , p. 85. 11 Mikkola et al. 2007 , p. 68. 12 Kaplan 2001 , p. 121. 13 See Ketola 2008 , pp.338-339. See also Nynäsetal. 2015b . 14 Haapalainen 2015 , p. 110. 15 See Holma 2006 FoundationofFinland (Luther-säätiö)of1999. 16 Both explicitly promote afaith that is clearly rooted in the Bible and the Lutheran confession and clearly articulate their raison dÞtre in the light of whatt hey considert ob eat oo liberal spiritual development in Finland to the extent that it deviates from what is held to be the true faith in the eyes of these organisations.
St. PaulsSynod takes amore explicit stand against, for example,the decision of the ELCF in 1986 to allow the ordination of women as ministers.Nevertheless,it has mostly remainedanactive voice within ELCF rather than secedingfrom it. The Luther Foundation is in asimilar manner rooted in ELCF,but it is particularly affiliated with an organisation called the Lutheran Evangelical Association of Finland. This is an old and well-established organisation that wasalready founded in the end of the 19 th century.T he foundation of this older association wasm otivatedbythe perceivedneed for both domestic and overseas missionary work to focus on conforming to the Bible in the way that they saw it. 17 Its foundation clearlyparalleled the emergence of free-churchesinFinland that took place at the same time.This association has remained avital part of ELCF.Incontrast, while the groundwork of the Luther Foundation emerged in 1999 from this association, it was motivated by astrong and explicit criticism of the recent developments in the ELCF.The founders had realised that building, strengthening, and developing Lutheran congregations in Finland could not be done within the structures of the ELCF.Furthermore, the Luther Foundation describes itself todayasasupporting memberofThe Mission Province in Sweden and Finland. This is anew networkof severalrecent congregations and missions tended by their own ordained pastors. Ther ecent developments have,i no ther words,s ignified an emerging split between ELCF and the fundamentalist movement in Finland.
Ar ecent study found that, in contrast to someo ther religious movements, fundamentalists have atendency to explicitlytake adistancefrom emotionality and arguing thate motions interfere in an egative and disturbing way with faith and belief.
18 This more cognitiveo rientation is in accordancew ith the fundamentalist approach to Christianfaith and practice,and it is noticeable in how St. PaulsS ynod and the Luther Foundation promote Christian literature and that associated publishing activity.The fundamentalistmovementinFinland is acase in point of fundamentalism characterised by ar eligiouslym otivated attempt to providea lternatives for seculari nstitutions and practices. This is motivated by perceived need to counter the erosion of religious identity and morality and to define clear boundaries for such religious identities and communities.Itfurther displays well the characteristicf eatures of fundamentalism;r eactivity and hostility to moderndevelopment and change,aclear binary of good and bad, afocus on obedience or conformity in relation to an authority, selectivity of certain beliefs and practices,and the centrality of faith in the final triumph of God.
Finally,i ti sn oteworthy how current fundamentalism in Finlandt ends both towardsdefensive reactions to current change, 19 and emergesascontextual and particularistic in how they respond to current globalisation and plurality. 20 This taps into two different processes. Firstly,t his has contributed to ecclesiastic schismsand disruptionsinthe notion of anational religious identity and doing so it also challenged the well-established idea of acohesive folk-church. In this sense, contemporary fundamentalism is ap art of the growingr eligious plurality and diversity in Finland that has already challenged the idea of national religious homogeneity.S econdly,t his disruptionh as been paralleled and indirectly supportedbyrecentpolitical developments.For instance,both the Finnish Christian Democrats and the Tr ue Finns have promoted certain attitudes that clearlyt ap into fundamentalist viewpoints,with party agendas rootedin, respectively,"the universal and lasting values which arise from the Bible and the Christianh eritage" 21 and an emphasis of Christiantraditionalism as asolid cultural basis for the nation.T he Tr ue Finns also describe themselvesasanationalistic and Christian social party. 22 Both parties seemt oa ttract many supporters from the areas in Finland that are traditionally associated with strong conservative religious values and groups. However,o ft hese two,t he Tr ue Finns have been more successful, suggesting that an overtly religious agenda does not attract great masses of voters in Finland. 23 Thefact that aproliferation of fundamentalist religious attitudes is overlapping with political shifts and growing plurality has someo bvious consequences.F or instance,the organisational boundaries are further blurred by how different religious actors from aw ider range of religious organisationss uch as charismatic movements join forces and, in contrast to internal dogmatic differences, represent aseemingly unified public agencyand position.
24 However, the extent to which such movements actually join forces in the public discussions of value-related issues and political processes portrays fundamentalism in Finland not only as the playground of specific organisations, but also as ac ollection of distinct movements with ashifting focus and character-it changes with the focus of ongoing debates and the participatinga ctors, and shifts fromo ne context and group to another. 
Some defining features of religious fundamentalism
Scholars have placed distinct emphases on the relevance of different features of religious fundamentalism, but five features are commonly found:1)reactivity or hostility to modern development, 2) dualism in the senseofaclear binary of the good and the bad, 3) afocus on obedience or conformity in relation to authorities in form of texts, traditionsa nd leaders combinedw ith 4) a selectivity of certain beliefs and practices,and finally 5) someform of millennialism,afinal triumphof God. 25 Differentorganisationsand groups tend to exhibitthe characteristic features,invarying degree,but few clearly exhibit all of the five features mentioned above.F urther, despite the fact that fundamentalism is oftena ssociated with explicit dissociationf rom dialogue,s uch forms of religion are nevertheless the results of bothinternal and external negotiations and dialogues.
26 Therefore some develop amore religious profile,whereasothers might be moreintertwinedwith nationalist, ethnic features or current social issues.F or instance,the evangelical Christian movement has lately alsoexplicitly turned their attention toward topical societal issues such as human rights,environment, and race. 27 It is alsorelevant to pay attention to how movements tend to develop more ephemeralf orms of organisation in the form of fluid networks facilitated by socialm edia today.F urthermore,itisimportant to note how the more radicalised religious positions are transmitted globally through, for example,t he use of new media technology.
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Despite the fact that religious fundamentalism can exhibit adegree of variety, we cannot neglect the more defining features of fundamentalism that have been addressed in previous research. TheR eligious Fundamentalism Scale has been very prominent in previous research. Bob Altemeyera nd Bruce Hunsberger developed it with an aim to measureattitudes about onesreligious beliefs rather than adherence to any particular set of beliefs.
29 Their definition of religious fundamentalism focused on cognitive processes and emphasised:
Thebelief that there is one set of religiousteachingthat clearly contains the fundamental, basic, intrinsic,essential, inerranttruth abouthumanity and deity, that this essentialtruth is fundamentally opposed by evil forces which must be vigorously fought against and those who believeand followthese fundamental teachings have asocial relationship with deity. 30 25 See Almond et al. 2003; Herriot 2007 , p. 6. 26 See Herriot 2007 . 27 See Steensland and Goff 2014, pp.1f. 28 See Castells 2012; Rajagopal 2001; Smith 2000. 29 See Altemeyer and Hunsberger 1992; Altemeyer 1996. 30 Altemeyer and Hunsberger 1992, p. 118. This definition suggests that religious fundamentalists share somecommoncentral attitudes.They tend to return to the basics of their faith, relate positively with the idea of an absolute truth (e.g.inthe form of religious texts), submit to their deity and the fulfilmentofthe deityspurpose for humanity and believe in an idea of an opposing force of evil.
31
Many researchers have in asimilar manner emphasised fundamentalism as a personality trait or as,for example,aseries of rigid beliefs that have been associated with closed-mindedness or an authoritarianb elief system and further negatively correlated with openness. 32 Fundamentalism has also been discussed in terms of low cognitive complexity. 33 Another factor that possibly promotes a fundamentalist attitudei st he individual need for cognitive closure.T his encompasses an eed for order and predictability in contrastt oa mbiguity.F or instance,people withastrong need for cognitive closure tend to acceptany belief or positionand employstereotypes as longasitreduces ambiguity,and they minimise the amount of cognitive work used in making decisions.
34
In the light of this,i th as also been natural to further examine how fundamentalism is related to other attitudes such as prejudice,dogmatism, right-wing authoritarianism,i ntolerance,a nd sociald ominance. 35 As religion is ac ommon core value for fundamentalists,a nd religious out-groups pose at hreat to these values,i tw ould indicate that fundamentalism affects social attitudes in ap articular way.I ndeed, for prejudice and hostility,f undamentalists exhibit more polarised responses when in-group out-group comparisons are based on religion.
36
Observations like these might indicate that fundamentalism in general is associated with social anxiety, 37 or issues regarding internal versus external control.
38
Thea bove brief summary of the previous research on fundamentalism indicatesthat it has been approached from various theoretical perspectives.Several methodological approaches have also been developed to quantitatively assess religious fundamentalism. 39 Despite the differencesinfocus or interest, the previous research also amounts to af orm of family resemblance strategya st he 31 See Altemeyer and Hunsberger 1992; J ohnstone1997. 32 See Rokeach 1960 G lock and Stark 1966; J ohnson et al. 1984; C osta et al. 1985; Costa et al. 1986; McFarland 1989; Streyffeler and McNally 1998; Kirkpatrick et al. 1991; Saroglou 2002; Krauss et al. 2006; Proctor and McCord2009; Carlucci et al. 2011 . 33 See Hunsberger et al. 1996 . 34 See Webster and Kruglanski 1994 Jost et al. 2003; Berger 2014. 35 See Altemeyer and Hunsberger 1992; H unsberger 1996; H unsberger et al. 1999; Altemeyer and Hunsberger 2004 Kay et al. 2010. 39 See Hill and Hood 1999. methodo fi dentificationa nd definition in terms of associationsw ith cognitive, affective and social attitudes.Inaccordance with this,the religious form of fundamentalism is also suggested to differ from other rigid ideologies.Itisreferred to as an overarching meta-systemthat controls not only its own religious domain,but also arange of attitudes, beliefs and practices. 40 It provides an absolute organising foundation for distinguishing right from wrong, for defining in-and out-group relations,a nd for describing what can be known and what cannot,a nd for understandinghow theseare defined by atranscendent referent. 41 Nevertheless,this body of research simultaneously indicates the need to critically reflect on to whatextent this "family resemblance" is partly the result of a particular methodological approach. Forinstance,many of these studies mainly indicate the negative characteristics of religious fundamentalism, whereas Ralph W. Hood, Peter C. Hill, and W. Paul Williamsonp resent ab roader approach recognising also the positive sides,such as asearch for meaningand community. 42 Previous research has been more or less focused on extracting the definingfeatures of religious fundamentalism and the associated characteristics.T os ome extent this means that the internal diversity of religious fundamentalism stemming from internal and external negotiations risks being methodologically neglected. This motivates us to exploref urtherh ow currentf undamentalism can harbour and make space for adiversity of values and subjectivities -the variety of individual emphases also pointed to in the summary of Finnish religious fundamentalism above.
The Scope and method of this article
Religious fundamentalism, on the one hand, tends to exhibit ap articular character but, on the other hand, agrowing fluidityseems to emerge as apart of the currentp ost-secular condition.T his means that therei sanecessity not only to focus on the definingcharacteristics of fundamentalism, but also to address the variation, tensions,a nd potential contradictionsw ithin the movement. Fort his purpose,w eh ave employed am ixed-method approacht hat explores both the subjective positions as well as the shared features of the movement and provides generalisable accounts of these.
Ourmethodological focus was therefore on the peoplewho are affiliated with fundamentalism (1) from aperspective of basic values,and (2) from aperspective of theirsubjective position on religious matters.This has been operationalised in the form of two maininstruments that were implementedinthe study:The Portrait Va lue Questionnaire (PVQ-R), and TheF aith Q-Set (FQS these parts complement each other mutually and neithero ft hem is given analytical priority.Inthis sense,our study represents amixed-method design that can be defineda saf ully mixed sequential equal status design. 43 In addition to the value survey our questionnaire also includedrelevant demographic questions.
The Schwartz Value Model
Workingo nM iltonR okeachsw ell-established work on the nature of human values, 44 Shalom Schwartzd eveloped am odel of universalsi nt he content and structure of human values. 45 In contrast to ideas in cross-cultural psychology that was engaged in cultural-level comparatives tudyo fc ultural traits, 46 Schwartz reasoned that the basic values likely to be found in all cultures are thoset hat represent universal requirements of human existence,s uch as biological and psychological needs,requisitesfor coordinated social interaction,and demands of group functioning;and these values can be organised under alimited number of value types.
Thevalue model that was publishedin1992 included10distinct value types and was based on an extensive meta-analysis of previous value studies.I tw as fieldtested by an international team of scholars working in 20 countries in 13 different languagesand spanning cultures on every inhabited continent. One key feature of the Schwartz Va lue Model is based on the finding that the basic value types are relatedtoeach other in away that is universal (see Fig. 1 ). Some value types are congruent with each otherw hile othersa re oppositional -ors omewhere in between. Thevalue types also form two dimensions and the resulting four "higherorder"v alue types represent these more generalm otivational values and their oppositions,n amely conservation versuso penness to change and self-transcendence versus self-enhancement.Instatistical analysis the opposingpoles are found to have strong or very strong negative correlation with each other. This same relational structure is found in surveysf rom all cultural regionsw ith supporting empirical evidence from hundredsofstudies.The theoretical structure of these human values was confirmed through multidimensionals calinga nd confirmatory factor analysis,and the same structure can be found across the hundreds of studies that have used the model. 47 Schwartz and colleagues published arevisedversion in 2012, which includes 19 distinct value types that found nuances within some of the value types to be so significant that thesewere divided into subtypes,for example "security" was split 43 See Leech and Onwuegbuzie 2009 Schwartz 1994 T riandis et al. 1990 . 47 See Schwartzetal. 2001 Spini 2003; Schwartz 2008. into "security: personal" and "security:societal",s een in Figure 1a st he innermost labels.T wo new value types were also introduced, namely "Face" and "Humility".
48 Therevised model,used in this study, has been tested with multiple samples from nine countries.Ithas also been demonstrated that the 19 value types of the revised model can be collapsed into the original 10 types in order to provide backward compatibility.The currentvalue survey is astandardquestionnaireof 57 portrait items with asix-point Likert-scale from "exactly like me" to "not at all like me". ThePVQ-R is awidely used survey for assessing basic human values.In the light of agrowing fluidity it might be assumed that basic values play amore crucialr ole in directing how individuals identify with religion in contrast to assumptions claiming aclose inherent connection between institutional affiliation and values.T he value survey provides us with au niversal approach to human values that has been used and validated internationally.
The Wulff Faith-Q-Sort
TheFQS is anew qualitative instrument developed by DavidWulff. 49 It has been asserted that methods used thus far to assess individual religiosity suffer from being normative and biased, and providel imited optionsf or persons of nonChristian faiths or of asecular disposition. 50 In contrast to this,Wulff turned to Qmethodologyf or developing an ew instrument. Q-methodology provides a foundation for asystematic study of subjectivity,apersonsviewpoints,opinions, beliefs, attitude,and the like -and it is developed for small groupsand samples.
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Ty pically,i naQ-methodologicals tudy people are asked to sort as ample of statements(Q-set) according to their importance to them.T hese statements are selectedt hrough aq ualitative analysis of the discursive fieldo ft he topic under study.The sources should includeall the relevantresearch as well as mainstream literature,assertions, and opinionsand also accommodate all possible discursive stands of all the different stakeholder positionsorparadigms related to the topic. Thes election of statements aimsa ti ncluding enough statements to sufficiently represent all thesepositions.W ulff developedthe Faith Q-Set, or FQS,with the ambition to meet the requirements in Q-methodology of assessing the discourses on worldviews,r eligion, spirituality and faith in general throughw hich the statementsshouldbedefined. He madeuse of abroad variety of sourcesinorder to account for observations from the history of religion, different religious traditions,and observationsfrom both psychology and sociology of religion. resultedi naQ-set with 101 statements that we translatedf rom English to our target languages of Swedish and Finnish using adouble forward and backtranslation process. Collectingd ata is markedly different in Q-method than in conventional interviews or surveys.I nw hat is called the sorting procedure the participant organisest he set of statements according to their own viewso nt he matter on a layout that has places indicated for the number of statement-cards used.Usually (Schwartz et al. 2012) . Note:T he ten original value types are in the middle tier witht he two additional types (Face,Humility) introduced in the revised model and the divisions of the original types in the revisedmodel are in the centremostt ier (e.g.Societal and Personal Security). The positions of the types reflectthe congruence or opposition of the types.The four higherorder value types are in the middle tier, indicating of which valuesthey are composed, and the outermost tier indicates values thatrise from individualistic personal focus and those that rise from collectivistic socialfocus. these places are in ashape of aroughly normal distribution curve.Whereaseach sort is essentially unique,itispossible to discern both shared and unique patterns in the sorts,knownasprototypes.Statistical methodsare used to aid in the definition of the prototypes,but the processofdefining the prototypes is qualitative in nature,including the individual assortment of the mostimportant statements,the detailedo utput of as pecialised analysis software 53 ,a nd the interviews of the participants.
Whileinregular surveys it has to be assumed that both the researcher and the participant agreew hat certain statements refer to (e.g." Ib elieve in God", "I consider myself religious"), in Q-method differences in these assumptions are allowed and they becomeevident.Because the sorting is done in the presence of the researcher,a nd questions and comments regardingt he statementsa re encouraged,anatural on-goingdiscussion provides valuableinformationregarding what the statements mean or do not mean to the participants and on how the participants themselves interpret and personally relate to the vocabulary employed in the FQS.This is the strength of the Q-method as aqualitative method assistedbystatisticalprocedures.
Foro ur study we approached the main organisations in Finland mentioned above: St. PaulsSynod and the Luther Foundation. We introducedour study and asked them to forwardour surveytopeople in theirnetwork. We providedthem with the possibility of participatingeither online or by filling out paper-surveys. Those who participatedinthe survey were asked about their interest to participate in the second part of the study,which was the FQS sorting and the interview. They were offered coffeevouchers or movie tickets as acompensation for their time.I ft hey volunteered for the second partw ea sked them to provide their contact information or to contact us in order to arrange the interview date.A ltogether 108 people completedt he survey (56 men and 48 women, 4d id not indicate gender) and 32 people (22 males and 10 females) also completed the FQS.T he largem ajority was between 25 and 64 years old (appr. 75 per cent in both parts of the study). Thewhole sorting process was recorded and transcribed. It was archived together with data from the survey and the participation consent forms that guaranteed all participants full anonymity.
Religious subjectivities of fundamentalists in Finland
Theanalysisofthe FQS sorts in combination with the interviews provides us with prototypeso ft he religious subjectivities that can be found in the sample.T he analysis also indicates the commonalities -the viewsthat are shared by each of the prototypical profiles of religious fundamentalism. Among the commonalities is the importancef or all of the fundamentalist Christians in Finland to affirm ap ositive,t hankful and forgiving personal relationship with the divine.Theyall also have thoroughknowledgeofthe Bible and feelg uided ands ustained by certainf amiliar scriptural passages.F rom theirp oint of viewc ertain religious propositionsa re true,a nd crucial for salvation. They see themselves as active, contributing members of some religiouscommunity,and consider regular attendance at religious services to be an essential expressionoffaith. Finally, they live theirearthly lifeinconscious anticipationofalife hereafter.
There is also as hared pattern in the thingsp eople in the sample want to distance themselves from. They clearly do not rejectreligious ideas even if these conflictwith scientific and rational principles.Inaddition, they find some religious statementsvery foreign to them, such as ideas of reincarnation, feminine images of the divine,the emphases to followaspiritualpath that is in harmonywith the Earth, or to hold ritual or dietary practices central to their faithorbelief.The idea of human progress (e.g.the attainment of peace) on aworldwidescale is also often viewed negatively.
Finally,some particular statements do not appear to play arole at all in how the fundamentalists understandt hemselves,a tl east in comparisonw ith statements that are more prominent to their self-understanding as above.T hese are statements about the importance of certain places,h olidays,a nd objects.N otablyi n line with the above-noted distancing from emotional aspects of religiosity, the experiential side of religiosity is not relevantt ot hem. Neither strong positive experiences of adivine presence nor experiences of threatening evil or dark forces are centralinthe views of our participants. Also,the societaloraltruistic aspects of religious practice,s uch as reachingo ut to those in need, being dedicated to makingt he world ab etter place to live,o rt rying to change societal structures stand out as relatively irrelevant for the fundamentalist religious self-understanding in this sample.
Five different prototypese merge from our fundamentalist Christian sample: the Orthodox Theists, the Dedicated Theists,the Sick-Souled Fundamentalists,the Traditional Theists,a nd the Spiritual Detectives. These are described in detail below.
54 Table 1p rovides al ist of the most important FQSs tatements for each prototype as wellasthe "loading" of the prototype on that particular statement. Some of thesea re positive and some are negative, indicating the prototypes positiononthe statement. While the listed statements are the most notable differentiatingo nes,t he output of the Qa nalysis provides much more detail for a thorough analysis of the prototypes and the sample.The following is alist of brief vignettes of each of the five fundamentalist prototypes.
The Orthodox Theists seek to follow aw ell-defined set of moral principles. Being religious is at the core of their identity and they have experienced moments 54 These are named in accordance with the earlier findings by Wulff:W ulff 2009. distinguished by an intensified sense of divine presence. Familiar scriptural passages guidea nd sustain them and -a ffirming that certain specific beliefs are crucial-they feel confident of attaining eternal salvation. They markedly distance themselves from unfamiliar religious doctrines and ideas,such as reincarnation, the concept of afemininedivine or the Goddess,enlightenment or illumination, and Earth-focused spirituality.
The DedicatedTheistss core identityisreligious or spiritual even thoughtheir religious outlooki sn ot like that of their parents.T heyt ake ak een interest in religious matters and have athorough knowledge of religious scriptures.They are active and contributing members of ar eligious community,b ut think that hypocrisy is common in religious circles.They spendmuch time readingortalking about their faith and hold that certain specific beliefs are crucial for salvation.
The Sick-Souled Fundamentalists attest that the meaningofreligious scriptures is clear and unambiguous and that certain specific beliefs are crucial for salvation. They are burdened by asense of guilt and personal inadequacy and they see this world as aplace of sufferingand tears. Certainfamiliar scriptural passages guide and sustain them and they turnt ot he divine with joy and thanksgiving.T hey consider regular attendance at religious services to be an essentialexpression of faith and they are active, contributing members of areligious community.
Firmlyrooted in the religious custom and conviction of the family they grew up with the TraditionalT heists view all events in this world within ar eligious or spiritual framework. Being religious or spiritual is at the core of their identity and they seldom if ever doubt their religious views.S ettled and confidenti nt heir outlook, they are also active,c ontributing members of ar eligiousc ommunity. They feel divine forgiveness for earlierthoughts and deeds and live their earthly life in conscious anticipation of alife hereafter.They feel guided and sustainedby certain familiar scriptural passages and take for granted that certain religious propositions are true.
The Spiritual Detectives take delight in paradox and mystery.L onging for a deeper and more confidentfaith they do not see religious scripturesasclear and unambiguous.T hey are interested in and frequently thinka bout religious or spiritual matters and they assert ar eligious or spirituali dentity.T he divine is significanta nd meaningful to them, but they do not observe religious practices and prohibitions nor do they participate in religious practices in order to satisfy others wishes.
Altogether these indicatet hat currentf undamentalism in Finlandc an be attractive to people with rather differentemphases in life, starting fromafocus on firmm orality, or the reliance on tradition to amoreexplorative interest in religionasamystery. In addition, we canalso observearelevant varietyinthe emphasesoncognition,emotion,practiceand experience. 
The basic values of fundamentalist Christians in Finland
With the value surveywecan further address somedistinguishing featuresofthe fundamentalist sample (n=108). Ther esults show that they place highest emphasis on the values of benevolenceand universalistic concern (but notably not universalistict olerance or nature). This is in an interesting contrast with the finding from the FQS study that societal or altruistic aspects of religion were generally irrelevanttothe people.This latterfinding should probably be read in the context of the entire Q-set in the sense that there were so many more relevant statements that these were relegated to the neutral or irrelevantstatus.Still, their value assertion and the lack of integration of items related to benevolencea nd caring into their worldview is ac ontradiction.S ocietals ecurity and freedomo f thought are also highly rated, but the meanscore for the values of nature, personal security,a nd interpersonal conformity are lower than expected according to Schwartzstheoretical model. As expected, the values of power and hedonism are rated very low ( Correlation between the higher ordervalue typesreplicate the theoretical model well with strong negative linear correlation betweenthe oppositional types (Table  3) . This is in line with the usual pattern of correlations and confirms the validity of the two majordimensions in the case of our sample as well. There were somesignificant value differences within the group.When looking at the basic demographics,t he differences seem to be associated to al arge extent with gender, education, and age. 55 Genderisdirectly associated with benevolence and conformity;women emphasised caring and conformity to rulessignificantly more than men (p < .01). There is,however, also age and gender interaction in the associations with conformity,i nt hat middle-agedm en (the 45 to 64 age group) emphasised conformity/rules significantly more than did the othermen (p < .01).
Education seemstobeassociated with the universalistic values,but with some interaction with gender.Higher educated people rateduniversalism/concern and universalism/tolerancehigher than did people with lower levels of education,but this associationisstronger among men. Accordingly,among the highest educated people, men scored universalism/concern higher than women whereas among the less educated it was the other way round(p<.05). Men with avocational college diploma or less education gave significantly lower scores,b yabig margin, on universalism/tolerance( -0.52 while the othersr ange from 0.17 to 0.92;p<.05) and higher scoreso np ower/dominance (-0.05 while all others score less than -1.29;p<.01). Thepolarisation of the universalisticvalues on the one side and the self-enhancement values on the other is,t hen, mainly found among men in this sample.
Multidimensionals caling (SPSS2 1, PROXSCAL) indicates that the PVQ-R model of value structure is to alarge extent replicated in this sample.However,as is seen in Figure2,thereare also some considerable deviations that are idiosyncratict ot his sample (compare Fig. 2w ith Fig. 1a bove) . Benevolence and uni-55 These were tested using SPSS 21 MANCOVA procedure with value types as the dependent variablesand age group,gender,and level of education as the fixed variables. Main and all interactione ffectsw ere tested for.T he SNK procedure was used for the post-hoc tests.Inorder to minimise notation and improve readability only the degree of significance of the differences is indicated in brackets in the textb elow apart from the cases where the differences are between extreme ends of the rangef or the particular value type. versalism seem to have swapped placesand the two benevolencetypes appear to be scored identically and, notably,the benevolence typesare associatedwith the self-direction value types.Ingeneral population samples self-direction is usually, throughout the world, located next to universalism and distinct from it indicating the different motives that feed openness to change and self-transcendence. However, particularly freedom of thought seems to be associated with self-transcendence whereas the other self-direction value and particularly stimulation and hedonism form what is left of the distinct openness to change pole. On the opposite side, tradition is unusually closely associated with universalistic concern, suggesting perhaps that the Christiantraditionalso acts as amotive for such concern. Anothernotable deviationfrom the general value model is the locationofthe value of societal security as separated from the personal security type and mixed in with conformity and humility.Societal security is also one of the highestrated values,and its associationwith the strongly normative value types can be seen as apotential source of stress and strong emotions in an increasingly global and multicultural context. If societal security is associated with similarity on an individual level,t hen increasing plurality can be seen and justifieda sa threat to that security.Because these basicvalues operate with emotions rather than cognitions,t his can be seen as one source of the conflict in contemporary societies like Finland.
Thes tructure of fundamentalist values -i nt his sample -appears also to be bipolar. On one side normative and collectivistic values like humility,conformity, societalsecurity,and traditionare emphasised and on the other side values concerningthe individual -and relationsbetween individuals -such as freedom of thoughta nd benevolencea re emphasised. Freedom of thought with caringa nd dependability on one side and societalsecurity with conformity on the other side have positive scores almost equally high yet they are locatedatthe opposite sides of the MDS plot. In the general model they are also considered to be oppositional value types. This may indicate adivision in our sample.Somescore freedom of thoughth igh and societal security low and others do the opposite.T his is not explained by gender differences nor are age or education contributing factors to this division. Thecombination of the FQS prototypes and PVQ value survey data provides somec lues to this seemingly contradictory value profile of the fundamentalist sample.
Associations between value types and worldviewprototypes
Each of the above-presentedf undamentalist prototypes has ad istinct value profile.The correlations between the prototype loadings and the value type scores are listed in Table 4with the significantcorrelationshighlighted, positive in lighter and negative in darkershading.Correlationsshould be interpretedasrelations to the overall value scoresf or the entire sample.C onsequently, low correlation scores indicate that the value score for that prototype is closetothe sample mean and significant correlations in one way or the other meand eviance from the sample mean. Them ost interesting and noteworthy finding here is the contrast between the value profiles of the Spiritual Detective on one side and Orthodox Theist on the other. This seems to account for the bipolarity of the overall fundamentalist value profile.While the contrast between these prototypes is interesting when looking at just the FQS data the combination of the two instruments provides additional valuable insight. From the combined analysis we can see that Spiritual Detectives value freedom of thought significantly higher than the sample mean (2.04 vs. 0.86), while at the same time give lower scores for the values of societal security (-0.62 vs.0.93) and tradition (-0.96 vs.0.20) compared to the sample mean.T his finding is also in contrast with previous studies of values of adherents of traditional religions. 56 The Orthodox Theists on the otherhand give higher scores on the value of societalsecurity than the sample mean (1.25 vs.0.93). When looking at the profiles for these two prototypes this differenceisunderstandable.With a distinctly curious and cerebrala pproach to life and religion, the Spiritual Detectives find dogma and practice of lesser value.T hey enjoyt he challengeo f finding things out on their own, and justify this by placingemphasis on freedom of thought, along with an aversion to tradition and morespecifically adislike of the collectivistic implicationsofthe idea of securityassocietally provided.Incontrast, the Orthodox Theists find sustenanceinthe familiar and their moral compass is set by deeply internalised, but essentially externally determinedreligious principles that theys trive to uphold. Security comes from the familiara nd the externally provided, be that the religious institution or the society.The Orthodox Theists also stand out with the fiercest opposition of achievement and power/dominance as priorities for self -t hese individualistic goals would challenget heir principal sourceofsecurity.
The Dedicated Theists is the only prototype with positive association with selfenhancement values and in hedonism.Compared to the sample mean they are less averset ot he self-enhancement values and have as ignificant and moderately strong positive associationwith hedonism,with alow positive mean on that value (0.16).Based on their FQS prototype it seems that the source of pleasurefor them is participationinthe religious community and discussing and exploring matters of their faith. Attaining at horough knowledge of these mattersi sw hat would bring them asense of achievement. They also have very low negative relation with the universalisticv alue of nature (-0.95) and, because of that, the lowest total average of self-transcendence.This is an interesting prototype since the personal focus values in general and hedonism in particular are not the kindsofvalues that are generally expected to be associated with fundamentalist Christianity.
Closest tog eneral value profile of thef undamentalist sample are the SickSouled Fundamentalists. As expected, they lean towards conservation values and reportlow scores in all other higher-order value types.William Jamessconcept of the sick-soulseemstocharacterise this prototype well. To them the world seems 56 Schwartzand Huismans 1995; Saroglou et al. 2004. hostile and by following tradition and rules they not only gain the promise of salvation in the afterlife,but also find this-worldly security and asafeguard against sin and evil of which they seem to have akeen sense.Fundamentalist Christianity, for them, is the harshsystem of life-management they need.
The Traditional Theists,o nt he other hand are the most strongly traditionbound of the fundamentalist prototypes (tradition:0.67). Their motives and priorities arefirst and foremost geared toward following and preserving the customs and viewso ft heir family andt he culture they belong to.F undamentalism, for them, provides the right answers that others should also pay heed to.This brings them confidence and security and they are not concerned by the opinionsorviews of others (face:-0.67). They are distinctly in-group oriented with negativeassociationa nd relatively low mean scores in the values that have been found to promote universalistic prosocial behaviour( univ./concern:0 .48, univ./nature: -0.1, univ./tolerance:0 .48) and high scoreso nt he values promoting in-group oriented prosocial behaviour(benev./caring:1.1, benev./dependability:1.19).
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In addition to the Spiritual Detectives high positiverelation with freedom of thought and low negative relation withtradition and societal security,the Dedicated Theists personal focus is clearly something worth studying further. These bring out the often neglectedopen, reflexive,and individualistic kind of religious fundamentalism. In previous research emphasis on collectivism -orthe in-group/ out-group distinctions-and the moren egative aspects of religious fundamentalism seem to be more often addressed. This latter, more commontypecasting of religious fundamentalismisexemplified by the value profiles of the archetypical Sick-Souled Fundamentalists,t he OrthodoxT heists with emphasis on societal security and rule conformity,and the Traditional Theists with distinctlyin-groupfocussed altruism at the expense of universalism. These threef undamentalist prototypes exhibit, in slightly differing emphasis,the traits more often assigned to religious fundamentalism. They positivelyrate the ideas of absolute truth, clear and strict rules,and arigid authoritarian belief system. They are against openness and difference-o ri ndividualism.T hey have assumed ad efensive position in relation to the society as awhole and the predictability of the rigid normsmay be seen as as anctuaryf or them from the ambiguities of life in contemporary pluralisticsocieties.
Discussion and conclusion
To start with it should be stressed that our aim has not been to falsify or confirm results from previous studies and research addressing the more defining features of religious fundamentalism. Rather, our aim has been to provide ac omplementary perspectiveoroutlookoncurrent fundamentalism by using the combi-57 Schwartz2010. nation of two separate methods that better account for ap otential internal diversity.With this combinationofPVQ and FSQ our interest has been to find both some general patterns and some relevant variations.F urthermore,i ts hould be taken into account that this study is limitedtotwo specific groups in Finland, with an obviousroot in the Lutheran tradition and church in Finland. This excludes,for instance,the charismatic movement and the more invisible fundamentalist groups and movements that exist withint he ELCF.T he strong idea of an ationalf olkchurch in Finlandh as probably thus far restrained further fragmentation of the religious landscape in Finland.
Our results from the FQS part show some important sideso ft he self-understanding of our participants. Our study points in the direction of an affirmative god-image in conjunction with as trongt endency to rely on and relatet ot he religious texts,inthis case the Bible.The gaze is to agreater extent fixedonthe life after death rather than the world here and now.Inaddition, thereseems to be a greatere mphasis on cognitive aspectso fr eligion than on the experiential of emotional aspects of religion. Religious practice does not stand out as independently important;r ather it is determined by the value of loyaltyt oa nd engagementinonesreligious community.This confirms much of whathas been addressed throughprevious research.
Furthermore,the strong religious identity means that it is on the one hand built on distancingo neself from secular positions,a nd on the other hand from some forms of beliefs that seem to be closer to current trends within non-institutional religion. Aspects of religiosities that address afocus of the here and now,afeminine aspect of the divine or eastern influences seem to be particularly relevant for pointing out the out-group from whichthe fundamentalistsinour studyare distancingthemselves.This clearly mirrorscurrenttrends in the religious landscape in Finland where both secularist voices and post-institutional forms of religion have gained morevisibility as part of the growing diversity in general. This aspect also indicateshow current religious fundamentalismisshaped by its immediate context. However, it is just as relevanttostress that our results require us to question the idea of one form of religious subjectivity that can be labelled fundamentalist. In contrast to ad efining featureso rf amilyr esemblance strategy,w ec an discern severald ifferent andp artiallyc ontradictory subjectivep ositions on fundamentalist Christianity.I ng eneral, these show thatf undamentalism cana ttract people with rather different emphasesa nd internal motives in life,s tarting from af ocuso nf irmm orality,o rt he reliance on tradition, to am ore explorativeinterest in religion as amystery or astruggle with the sense of guilt; from trustfully expecting aplace in heaven, to the various forms of strugglingwith oneself and onesaccess to salvation. Thefundamentalist movement seemsto provide space forthesedifferent subjectivities.T his impliesthat theshared aspects of the fundamentalist position can overlap with arange of emphases on cognition, emotion, practice andexperience that has not been recognised enough by previous research.
Thevalue survey also shows the samekind of tension between similarities and differences.B enevolence,u niversalisticc oncern, societal security,a nd freedom are important, but nature,personal security,and interpersonal conformity are not. Moreover power and hedonism stand out in our results as rated very low.However,d ifferences between the prototypes were significant and revealeda nu nexpected range of value profiles compared to stereotypical assumptions. The presence of these individual differences in priorities,m otives and religious subjectivities while tappinginto thelocal political currentsand the pluralistic contextf or allies and out-groups suggest that Christian fundamentalism in Finland can take verydifferent directions in the future.
Based on this limited study,wesuggest that religious fundamentalism should be understood within amore diverse scope.Our results point to asignificant variety in the value priorities and the religious subjectivities withint he fundamentalist groups, and one cannot, in the light of this,assume any stereotypical association between valuesand religiosity.Onthe contrary,wesuggest that it is important to furtherpursue the theoretical implications of this.Inspite of the limitations of our study,o ur results indicatet hat we need to further account religious fundamentalism as ap henomenon engaged in negotiations between internal values,r eligious subjectivities,and contextual cultural and societalinfluences.This inherent diversity is further influenced and complicated by gender and other individual and social factors as well as the powera nd authority implicationsr elated to these.
Finally,itisrelevant to make some methodologicalobservations.The ways we study fundamentalism produces certain forms of data and knowledge.T his calls for caution, as we have argued that fundamentalism is ad iverse religious phenomenon. It appears to carry somed efiningf eatures from the historicald evelopment, but it also seemstoprovide aspace for internal differences,suggesting some protocols or practicesfor handlingand containing this variety.Withoutsuch, the groups would disassemble.T he relevance of our methodologya nd the perspectives these provide should not be neglected. TheF QS provided ag ood instrument for assessing someofthe internal variety in fundamentalism in Finland and even suggesting potential sources of tension within the movement. The combination of FQS and PVQ revealedt he characteristics of the underlying motivesa nd subjective positions activatinga nd feeding the in-group/out-group negotiations.F urthermore,t his combinationo fr esearch tools revealed an inconsistencyinthe reported value priorities and the importance given to social and altruistic statements in the subjective worldview prototypes,which warrants for further studies.A ll in all, this is ap romisingm ethodology for the future of the study of different kinds of religious and spiritual movements and worldviews in general.
